VASNER
A piece of home.
Exacting demands for functionality combined with excellent designs: This makes VASNER products stand out.

Experience the subtle differences between VASNER’s high-quality products for your home, apartment, terrace and garden. As a German brand, we understand your desire to purchase a high-quality product. That is why we have individually designed every single product – right down to the very last detail.

Adding exactly the right VASNER product to your home just feels good, as it seamlessly blends into your décor. Our clever designs also make ideal accent pieces.

We have paid particular attention to certain elements, including optimum functionality, high product quality and the best possible design. Regardless of how a product is used, we want it to always work perfectly and to make our customers happy every day. Only then have our fantastic VASNER products achieved their aim.

We live by the high quality demonstrated by VASNER’s products: We want you to be completely satisfied and to feel at home with our products.

VASNER – a piece of home.
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Appino 20 Silver

Appino 20 Black

Appino 20 White
Appino 20 – premium terrace heaters

A classy infrared heater controlled by your mobile

This is the first infrared heater on the German market that you can either control using a mobile app via Bluetooth or using a standard remote control. Small, powerful and truly multi-functional. The ideal heater for conservatories, terraces, balconies, bathrooms or restaurants. A stylish infrared heater – perfectly suited for indoor and outdoor use.

Product details:

Models: Silver, Black, White
Infrared bars: Golden Ultra Low Glare
Output: 0 – 2,000 W, dimmable, infinitely adjustable + in graduated intervals
Functions: Dimmer, sleep timer, password, LED off
Operation: Device, remote control, mobile app
App requirements: iOS Apple, Android
Multiple control: Up to 100 heaters per app
Dimensions HxWxD: 17.5 x 55.6 x 13 cm
Weight: 2.5 kg
Beam angle: 60±5°, concentrated
Heating area: 6-12 m² outdoors, up to 25 m² indoors
IP protection class: IP65 indoors + outdoors (splashing water, water jets)
Types of protection: Overheating protection, tip protection, password
Appino BEATZZ

- HEAT
- MUSIC
- APP
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- LED LIGHT

Grey  Black  White
Appino BEATZZ – high-class terrace heater

An entertainment all-rounder for your terrace

Appino BEATZZ transforms any terrace into an emotional experience - with intense infrared heat, lush sound for your music, and perfect lighting to set the mood – it can create any kind of atmosphere, from romantic to relaxing. And it’s all easy to manage using the remote control or mobile phone app. Simple, unique and high-class, with a diverse range of functions.

Product details:
Models: Grey, Black, White
Infrared bars: Golden Ultra Low Glare
Output: 0 – 2,000 W, dimmable
Functions: dimmer, sleep timer, password, LED off, music via Bluetooth, 3 sound-reactive light modes
Operation: Device, remote control, mobile app
LED light: 4 LED bars embedded in the back
Speakers: 2 x 3 watts, weatherproof, Bluetooth streaming
App requirements: iOS Apple, Android
Multiple control: Up to 100 heaters per app
Dimensions HxWxD: 13 x 74 x 13.5 cm
Beam angle: approx. 60 - 65 °, concentrated
Heating area: 6-12 m² outdoors, up to 25 m² indoors
IP protection class: IP65 indoors + outdoors (splashing water, water jets)
Types of protection: Overheating protection, tip protection, password
Have fun with your friends.

Teras 25
Teras 25 – carbon terrace heater

An elegant terrace heater with carbon power

This minimalist infrared wall heater featuring the latest carbon-bar technology is particularly efficient. It is ideal for outdoor use thanks to its carbon bars and large reflector. Cherish precious moments basking in wonderful warmth.

Product details:

- Model: Teras 25
- Infrared bars: Carbon-bar technology
- Output: 2,500 W, 4 dimmable settings
- Functions: dimmer, digital timer, thermostat
- Operation: device, remote control
- Thermostat: 10-40 °C room temperature
- Dimensions HxWxD: 18 x 87 x 10.5 cm
- Weight: 2.5 kg
- Heating area: 8-14 m² outdoors, up to 30 m² indoors
- IP protection class: IP34 indoors + outdoors (splashing water)
- Types of protection: tip protection
Comforting carbon warmth.
StandLine 25R – free-standing carbon heater

Mobile carbon warmth for every occasion.

This powerful free-standing infrared heater featuring the latest carbon-bar technology is particularly efficient. It is highly flexible and can be moved about freely thanks to its pedestal. It can be taken anywhere you need heat – even when you go camping. With remote control, timer function and tip protection. The impressive heating powerhouse from VASNER.

With its 2,500 watts of power and four heating intervals that can be adjusted by remote control, the StandLine 25R delivers the right amount of heat just where it’s needed for any given occasion. The reflector’s broad heat distribution ensures that its infrared heat can cover an entire furniture suite. Enjoy the warmth from head to toe!

This top-notch heater from VASNER is now also available in white and silver. The right look for every terrace.
Silver
Black
White
The perfect colour for your terrace.

Now also available in stylish white and silver.
The new StandLine colours white and silver allow this powerful free-standing heater to seamlessly blend in with its elegant terrace surroundings. High-quality lacquer in glossy white and semi-matt silver provides that exclusive touch. For a stylish look with intense warmth. Now you can enjoy your terrace all year round.

Product details:
Model: StandLine 25R silver, black, white
Infrared bars: Infrared carbon-bar technology
Output: 2,500 W, 4 dimmable settings
Functions: dimmer, digital timer, thermostat
Operation: device, remote control
Thermostat: 10-40 °C room temperature
Dimensions HxWxD: 110 x 18 x 8.5 cm
Base dimensions: 2.5 x 40 x 33 cm
Weight: 3.3 kg
Heating area: up to 30 m² indoors
IP protection class: IP20 indoors (touch protection)
Types of protection: tip protection
Powerful warmth.
Mini 12 – free-standing carbon heater

A powerful little heater for any situation.
The little brother of the larger StandLine. This heater is proof that performance isn’t always a matter of size. Two settings (600/1,200 watts) can be adjusted by rotary knob, and the heater also has a thermostat function. Small, flexible and full of energy. Thanks to the latest carbon-bar technology.

Product details:
Model: StandLine Mini 12
Infrared bars: Infrared carbon-bar technology
Output: 600/1,200 W, 2 dimmable settings
Functions: 2 heat settings, thermostat controller
Operation: rotary knob, ON/OFF, thermostat
Thermostat: 10 - 40°C, mechanical
Dimensions HxWxD: 75.1 x 18 x 8.5 cm
Base dimensions: 2.5 x 40 x 33 cm
Weight: 2.4 kg
Heating area: up to 12 m² indoors
IP protection class: IP20 indoors (touch protection)
Types of protection: tip protection
For optimum protection against the weather.
AirCape – cover for terrace heaters

High-tech protection for your infrared heater.

Use the new AirCape weatherproof cover to protect your terrace heater against wind and rain. Feather-light, high-tech outdoor material and quality handmade in Germany provide optimum protection. This is what we call true VASNER quality.

Product details:

Model: AirCape cover
Sizes: S (small), M (medium), L (large)
Fastenings: tieback + toggle, Velcro strips
Functions: eyelets ensure the air circulates and water escapes
Features: waterproof (1,500 mm water column), breathable, extremely tear-resistant
Material: technical PES fabric/100% 167 polyester, FC-impregnated, PU-coated
Dimensions HxWxD:
- S (small): 16.5 x 60 x 18.5 cm
- M (medium): 16.5 x 80 x 18.5 cm
- L (large): 19.5 x 100 x 18.5 cm

Made in Germany
For optimum protection against the weather.

AirCape Stand
AirCape Stand – cover for upright heater

High-tech protection for your free-standing infrared heater.

Use the new AirCape Stand weatherproof cover to provide optimum wind and rain protection for your free-standing heater. Feather-light, high-tech outdoor material and quality handmade in Germany provide optimum protection. This is what we call true VASNER quality.

Product details:
- Model: AirCape Stand cover
- Sizes: standard size for StandLine 25R & StandLine Mini 12
- Fastenings: tieback + toggle
- Features: waterproof (1,500 mm water column), breathable, extremely tear-resistant
- Material: technical PES fabric/100% 167 polyester, FC-impregnated, PU-coated
- Dimensions HxWxD: 90 x 20 x 12 cm

Made in Germany
Control your heat in comfort.

Bluetooth Dimmer Box
Bluetooth Dimmer Box – heater control

Now you can dim and control every terrace heater.

Most terrace heaters can only be switched ON and OFF. Is yours like that, too? With the Bluetooth Dimmer Box, you can retrofit any electric terrace heater with a remote control and mobile operation system. Equip your heater with a dimmer and remote control today.

Product details:
Model: Bluetooth Dimmer Box
Output: up to 3,000 watts
Functions: remote control with 6 dimmable settings; infinitely dimmable via app; 3 dimmable settings on the housing
Compatibility: for any brand of electric heater without a built-in dimmer function
App functions: dimmer, timer, password protection
VASNER app: available free of charge for iOS and Android via the appropriate app store.
Cable length: 2 x 1.9 m (IN/OUT)
Dimensions HxWxD: 12 x 5.3 x 11.5 cm
IP protection class: IP65 indoors + outdoors (splashing water, water jets)
Personalize your heater with your own photo.

Gloss  Semi-gloss  Matte

Panora
Panora – infrared heaters with personalized photos

Turn your favourite photo into a source of warmth: as a wall heater.

To the casual observer, it looks like a large, gorgeous photo on the wall. But in fact, it’s a cutting-edge infrared heater. VASNER produces customised photo heaters with razor-sharp image quality. There are 3 different frames available (although the heater is also available without a frame), and 3 glass surfaces. This product leaves nothing to be desired. Beautify your living room, bathroom or conservatory. 100% Made in Germany.

Product details:

Model: Panora
Output: 400/500/600/700/900 watts
Photo print: high-resolution premium print // photos, graphics
Glass options: gloss, semi-gloss, matte
Frame options: aluminium, titanium, chrome, no frame
Dimensions HxWxD: 60 x 70 x 4 / 60 x 90 x 4 / 60 x 110 x 4 / 60 x 120 x 4 cm / 60 x 140 x 4 cm
IP protection class: IP-X4 splashing water (also for bathrooms + damp rooms)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection, 3 safety switches, safety glass
Enjoy more warmth.
Konvi – hybrid infrared heater

Brings together the best technology from two heating sectors.
A unique combination of infrared heating and metal convection heating. For significantly higher heat efficiency and faster air-room warmth than by using an infrared heater alone. Also ideal for bathrooms, hobby rooms and workshops. The Konvi series is the first infrared heater with an integrated thermostat.

Product details:
Model: Konvi
Output: 600 / 1,000 / 1,200 watts
Functions: infinitely adjustable thermostat
Surface temp.: 50-105 °C
Radiation type: infrared C radiation
Technology: German infrared carbon fibre technology
Radiation area/angle: up to 3.5 m, up to 170°
Room size: up to 24 m² with a single heater
Material: metal, semi-gloss white paint
Dimensions HxWxD: 60 x 60 x 4 / 60 x 100 x 4 / 60 x 140 x 4 cm
IP protection class: IP20 indoors (no protection against water)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection, 2-4 safety switches
Simply saves space.
Konvi VE – vertical hybrid infrared heater

An efficient hybrid heater in a space-saving model.

With its new vertical design, this efficient hybrid heater can now be mounted on narrow wall surfaces in rooms with very little space. Like the entire Konvi series, the VE model is also equipped with an integrated thermostat. The Konvi VE: for maximum flexibility.

Product details:
Model: Konvi VE
Output: 1,000 watts
Functions: infinitely adjustable thermostat
Surface temp.: 50-105 °C
Radiation type: infrared C radiation
Technology: German infrared carbon fibre technology
Radiation area/angle: up to 3.5 m, up to 170°
Room size: up to 24 m² with a single heater
Material: metal, semi-gloss white paint
Dimensions HxWxD: 100 x 60 x 4 cm
IP protection class: IP20 indoors (no protection against water)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection, 2-4 safety switches
A real plus in warmth and design.
Konvi Plus – hybrid infrared heater with a rounded design

Combines the best hybrid technology with the best design.
A powerful designer hybrid heater made of metal with rounded corners.
The latest infrared technology combined with proven convection technology. For significantly higher heat efficiency and faster air-room warmth. Also ideal for bathrooms, hobby rooms and workshops. With an integrated thermostat (naturally!). A visually stunning gem.

Product details:
Model: Konvi Plus
Output: 600 / 1,000 / 1,200 watts
Functions: infinitely adjustable thermostat
Surface temp.: 50-105 °C
Radiation type: infrared C radiation
Technology: German infrared carbon fibre technology
Radiation area/angle: up to 3.5 m, up to 170°
Room size: up to 24 m² with a single heater
Material: metal, semi-gloss white paint
Dimensions HxWxD: 60 x 60 x 4 / 60 x 100 x 4 / 60 x 140 x 4 cm
IP protection class: IP20 indoors (no protection against water)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection, 2-4 safety switches
Minimalistic beauty.

Citara M
Citara M – metal infrared heating

Satin-finish infrared heater for intense warmth.
With a soft satin-finish structure and slim 25-mm depth, the Citara M is surprisingly powerful. Despite its slender profile, special insulation has been incorporated into the heater to increase efficiency. Safety brackets for walls and ceilings, together with German carbon infrared technology, make this heater uniquely efficient. Classy, discreet and powerful.

Product details:
Model: Citara Metal
Output: 450 / 650 / 900 watts
Functions: secure wall and ceiling mounting
Surface temp.: 85-95 °C
Radiation type: infrared C radiation
Technology: German infrared carbon fibre technology
Radiation area/angle: up to 3.5 m, up to 170°
Room size: up to 18 m² with a single heater
Material: metal, semi-gloss white paint
Dimensions HxWxD: 60 x 60 x 2.5 / 60 x 90 x 2.5 / 60 x 120 x 2.5 cm
IP protection class: IP44 indoors (protection against splashing water)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection, 2-4 safety switches
A pure plus in design.

Citara M Plus
Citara M Plus – rounded designer metal infrared heater

The complete package: stunning design, impressive performance.
A powerful infrared heater for true lovers of the aesthetic. Uniquely curved corners and an extra-flat body with special insulation and impressive efficiency. That’s what makes the Plus series so special. It also offers all the benefits of the Citara M series: Safety brackets for walls and ceilings in combination with German carbon infrared technology. A real plus in design and quality.

Product details:
Model: Citara Metal Plus
Output: 450 / 650 / 900 watts
Functions: secure wall and ceiling mounting
Surface temp.: 85-95 °C
Radiation type: infrared C radiation
Technology: German infrared carbon fibre technology
Radiation area/angle: up to 3.5 m, up to 170°
Room size: up to 18 m² with a single heater
Material: metal, semi-gloss white paint
Dimensions HxWxD: 60 x 60 x 2.5 / 60 x 90 x 2.5 / 60 x 120 x 2.5 cm
IP protection class: IP44 indoors (protection against splashing water)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection, 2-4 safety switches
For more glamour.

Citara G
Citara G series – glass infrared heater

A high-class, lustrous glass heater for intensive heat.
A feat of infrared technology and design. The new Citara Glass series is particularly stylish. With new safety brackets for walls and ceilings. German carbon infrared technology and double insulation make this infrared heater uniquely efficient. Indulge in pleasantly warm moments.

Product details:
Model: Citara G
Output: 450 / 650 / 900 watts
Functions: secure wall and ceiling mounting
Surface temp.: 85-95 °C
Radiation type: infrared C radiation
Technology: German infrared carbon fibre technology
Radiation area/angle: up to 3.5 m, up to 170°
Room size: up to 18 m² with a single heater
Material: white safety glass, metal body
Dimensions HxWxD: 62 x 62 x 4 / 62 x 92 x 4 / 62 x 122 x 4 cm
IP protection class: IP44 indoors (protection against splashing water)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection, 2-4 safety switches
Uniquely beautiful style.

Made in Germany

Zipris GR
Zipris GR - glass infrared heater without frame

An ultra-flat, highly efficient glass heater.
Its special slim design makes the Zipris GR look even lighter and more elegant. Additionally, the heater is designed entirely without a frame. Its much slimmer profile puts the emphasis on design and style. High-quality manufacturing “Made in Germany” combines the best carbon and materials technology with an ultra-flat design.

Product details:
Model: Zipris GR (without frame)
Output: 400 / 700 / 900 watts
Functions: for wall and ceiling mounting
Surface temp.: approx. 90 °C
Radiation type: infrared C radiation
Technology: German infrared carbon fibre technology
Radiation area/angle: up to 3.5 m, up to 170°
Room size: up to 18 m² with a single heater
Material: white security glass, metal back
Dimensions HxWxD: 60 x 70 x 2 / 60 x 120 x 2 / 60 x 140 x 2 cm
IP protection class: IPX4 indoors (protection against splashing water)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection, 3 safety switches
Fabulously warm.

Made in Germany

Zipris Mirror
Zipris S + SR - infrared mirror heater

An elegant mirror heater, with or without a frame.
High-quality mirror combined with infrared heat. A subtle, practical infrared heater for your bathroom, hallway or living room. Experience its unique warmth on your body as you prepare to face the day. Available with or without aluminium frame. Top quality “Made in Germany”.

Product details:
Model: Zipris S (with frame) // Zipris SR (without frame)
Output: 400 / 700 / 900 watts
Functions: for wall mounting
Surface temp.: approx. 90 °C
Radiation type: infrared C radiation
Technology: German infrared carbon fibre technology
Radiation area/angle: up to 3.5 m, up to 170°
Room size: up to 20 m² with a single heater
Material: safety glass mirror, metal back
Dimensions HxWxD: 60 x 70 x 2 / 60 x 120 x 2 / 60 x 140 x 2 cm (without frame)
60 x 70 x 2.5 / 60 x 120 x 2.5 / 60 x 140 x 2.5 cm (with frame)
IP protection class: IPX4 indoors (protection against splashing water)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection,
3 safety switches
Completely radiant
ly beautiful.

Zipris SLED

Made in Germany
Zipris S LED – infrared mirror heater

Beautifully radiant light and intense heat.
A luxury mirror for your bathroom. Intense heat and wonderfully warm and radiant LED light create the perfect bath environment. Even the stars would love to have one of these! Choose between a chrome frame and a titanium frame. Top quality “Made in Germany”.

Product details:
Model: Zipris S LED (with frame) (chrome = C; titanium = T)
Output: 400 / 500 / 700 / 900 watts
Functions: for wall mounting
Surface temp.: approx. 90 ºC
Radiation type: infrared C radiation
Technology: German infrared carbon fibre technology
Radiation area/angle: up to 3.5 m, up to 170º
Room size: up to 18 m² with a single heater
Material: white safety glass, metal body
Dimensions HxWxD: 60 x 70 x 2.5 / 60 x 90 x 2.5 / 60 x 120 x 2.5 / 60 x 140 x 2.5 cm
IP protection class: IPX4 indoors (protection against splashing water)
Types of protection: overheating protection, surge protection, 3 safety switches
Relaxing warmth with flattering light.

Made in Germany

Zipris SR LED
Zipris SR LED – infrared mirror heater

**For gorgeously warm, flattering lateral light.**
This gentle, radiant light will refresh your spirit as you get ready to face the morning. And the relaxing warmth it provides is a perfect combination. Exclusive design without a frame. And of course, with top quality “Made in Germany”.

**Product details:**
- **Model:** Zipris SR LED (without frame)
- **Output:** 400 / 500 / 700 watts
- **Functions:** for wall mounting
- **Surface temp.:** approx. 90 °C
- **Radiation type:** infrared C radiation
- **Technology:** German infrared carbon fibre technology
- **Radiation area/angle:** up to 3.5 m, up to 170°
- **Room size:** up to 18 m² with a single heater
- **Material:** safety glass mirror, metal back
- **Dimensions HxWxD:** 60 x 90 x 2 / 60 x 110 x 2 / 60 x 140 x 2 cm
- **IP protection class:** IPX4 indoors (protection against splashing water)
- **Types of protection:** overheating protection, surge protection, 3 safety switches
Universal temperature control.

Universal thermostat
VUT35 – universal socket thermostat

Control the temperature quickly and flexibly from anywhere.

This universal thermostat is the fastest and easiest way to control room temperatures. Simply plug it in and you're ready to go! You can use the comprehensive timer functions, the quick presets, or even the manual control buttons to change the settings. Wonderfully simple and flexible.

Product details:
Model: VUT 35
Application: controlling electric infrared heaters, for example
Output: 230 V / 16 A / 3500 W
Functions: 3 quick presets (day, night, absence), 23 times per day, 7 programme days per week
Temperature range: 5°C - 35°C, in 0.5°C intervals
Precision: +/- 0.5°C, internal temperature sensor,
Data storage: EEPROM backup in case of a power failure, for example
Dimensions HxWxD: 14 x 7 x 4.2 cm
IP protection class: IP20 (no protection from water, moisture)
Weight: 160 g
Convenient temperature control.

Radio thermostat set
VFT35 – socket radio thermostat set

Conveniently control the room temperature.

The set consists of the high-quality radio transmitter and the socket receiver. The set can be easily expanded to include up to 7 receivers in a larger room that can be controlled simultaneously. With comprehensive timer functions, quick presets or manual control buttons. Can be alternately used as a wall thermostat or free-standing thermostat.

Product details:
Model: VFT 35
Application: controlling electric infrared heaters, for example
Output: 230 V / 16 A / 3500 W
Functions: 3 quick presets (day, night, absence), 5+1+1 days, 7 programmes per day
Temperature range: 5°C - 30°C, in 0.5°C intervals
Precision: +/- 0.5°C, internal temperature sensor,
Display: time, day of the week, temperature, programme
Data storage: EEPROM backup in case of a power failure, for example
Dimensions HxWxD: 8.5 x 12 x 2.5 cm (transmitter) // 14 x 7 x 4.8 cm (receiver)
IP protection class: IP20 (no protection from water, moisture)
Weight: 155 g (transmitter) // 150 g (receiver)
Adjustable thermostat system.

VFTB Thermostat Set
VFTB – bi-directional radio thermostat set

For controlling your thermostat via flush-mounted socket and regular socket.

The VFTB set offers more options in combination with heaters. Heaters can be inconspicuously connected to flush-mounted sockets or easily controlled via a socket receiver. Up to 9 heaters can be connected. Bi-directional communication monitors the switching process. With comprehensive timer functions, quick presets and manual controls.

Product details:
Model: VFTB set (transmitter + regular socket or flush-mounted socket)
Application: controlling electric infrared heaters, for example
Output: 250 V / 16 A
Functions: AUTO/manual/OFF/holiday), 7 weekly programmes, 6 programmes per day
Temperature range: 5°C - 39°C, in 0.5°C intervals (operating range: 0°C - 40°C)
Precision: +/- 0.5°C, internal temperature sensor,
Display: time, current temperature, target temperature, programme
Frost protection: yes, 3°C
Battery warning: yes
Dimensions HxWxD: 8.1 x 8.1 x 2.5 cm (transmitter)
IP protection class: IP20 (no protection from water, moisture)
Splitty

Pure excellence.

TOUCH DIMMER
3 LIGHT COLOURS
40-MIN SLEEP TIMER
+ BATTERY OPERATION
FLEXIBLE LAMP HEAD
Splitty – 180° LED desk lamp

A multi-functional designer lamp with touch controls.
Splitty is incredibly versatile and impressively bright. Its unique, infinitely adjustable swiveling/foldable lamp head gives you broad or concentrated light at your desk or on your bedside table. It also offers three light colours, a dimmer function and a 40-minute timer shut-off. Can be charged via mains plug or USB port, and also includes an integrated battery for hours of stand-alone operation. Pure excellence in design and technology.

Product details:
Model: Splitty white (desk lamp)
Light colour: warm white/neutral/cold white (button selection) 3000 K / 4000 K / 6000 Kelvin
Lighting type: 6.5-watt LED, permanently fitted, cannot be replaced
Light direction: flexible swivel head allows for turning, tilting; split foldout lamp arms can be infinitely adjusted 180°
Luminous power: 24-350 lm
Operation: soft-touch buttons
Dimmer: infinitely adjustable touch dimmer
Sleep timer: 40-min. sleep timer (ideal for bedside table)
Switch: additional power switch on the back
Power supply: integrated battery + mains plug + USB charging plug
Dimensions HxWxD: 36.5 x 17 x 32 cm
Light & Sound.

Lumbeat

1-2A USB CHARGING PORT
TOUCH DIMMER
3 LIGHT COLOURS
SOUND SYSTEM
BLUETOOTH STREAMING
Lumbeat - LED desk lamp with sound system.

Perfect light, flawless sound and practical charging station.
This impressive little desk lamp streams music via Bluetooth from any Bluetooth-capable device whilst charging your mobile phone or tablet. Control your music directly via the lamp or your mobile phone. And its dimmer function and 3 light colours allow you to create the perfect lighting to suit your mood. Top design by VASNER.

Product details:
Model: Lumbeat white/black (desk lamp)
Light colour: warm white/neutral/cold white (button selection)
   3000 K / 4000 K / 6000 Kelvin
Lighting type: 3.5-watt LED, permanently fitted, cannot be replaced
Light direction: flexible swivel head allows for turning, tilting
Luminous power: 24-150 lm
Operation: soft-touch buttons
Dimmer: infinitely adjustable touch dimmer
Sound system: 2.5 W speaker, music via Bluetooth or 3.5 mm audio jack
USB charging port: for mobile phone + tablet; 1A output for light, music; 2A output when charging only
Power supply: 5 V mains plug, adapter 100-240 V, 0.4A, 50-60 Hz.
Dimensions HxWxD: 37.5 x 10.5 x 30 cm
For extra freshness.
Cooly - the ultra-quiet pedestal fan with mist cooling

To keep you even cooler on hot days.
Ultra-fine mist created using ultrasound atomisation helps you stay fresher than ever. Its extra-quiet operation and broad range of functions make Cooly a popular companion on hot days in your home or office. And with its sleek, modern white design, it’s sure to be an eye-catcher. Effective cooling for those who want the best.

Product details:
Model: Cooly
Rotor Ø: 42 cm
Functions: ultrasound mist, auto oscillation function, 3 settings, 4 wind modes, timer off + on, dispersion options for aromas and essences (not for all oils) (all functions work independently)
Display: digital
Water tank: 2.0-litre capacity, removable, with LED water level indicator
Remote control: yes
Atomisation: super-fine ultrasound mist (kills germs, bacteria in water)
Casters: 4 pcs. included, use is optional
Dimensions HxWxD: 125 x 42 x 38 cm
Weight: 7.8 kg
VASNER | A piece of home.
Juica – slow juicer

The latest slow-juicer technology for even more vitamins.
The particularly gentle and slow juicing process ensures more juice is squeezed, whilst extracting more vitamins and minerals. This is the latest healthy-eating trend to sweep across the USA and Scandinavia. Squeezes juices of different viscosities and produces tasty fruit bars. Healthy eating just got healthier.

Product details:
- Model: Juica White/Juica Black/Juica Touch
- Speed: 60 rpm
- Output: 150 watts, low-noise
- Outlets: juice and fruit purée, separate
- Pressing mechanism: tapered roll technology
- Juica operation: switch – forwards, backwards, stop
- J-Touch operation: touch panel – forwards, backwards, stop
- Material: plastic (ULTEM, PEI), BPA-free
- Dimensions HxWxD: 43.5 x 17 x 23 cm
- Accessories: juice cap, 2 trays, coarse sieve, fine sieve, plunger, cleaning brush
For homemade tofu.

Tofu Box
Tofu Box – tofu mould with cloth.

The freshest tofu is homemade.
Now, you can make fresh tofu of your very own! It’s a snap with the VASNER Tofu Box Mould. It’s just a little accessory, but it’s the perfect complement to the VASNER Juica. You can decide what your next tofu should be made of and how delicious it should taste! Simply enjoy – with VASNER.

Product details:
Model: Tofu Box Mould
Dimensions HxWxD: 9 x 10 x 14 cm
Functions: with press-down lid for weight
Material: plastic, BPA-free
Cloth: white cotton-polyester cloth
Weight: 160 g
Superfruits. A naturally delicious source of energy.

Discover superfruits: a natural source of energy. Indigenous peoples have used and appreciated them for millennia. Now you can, too!

**Wheatgrass smoothie**  
**Extra energy, extra natural**

Wheatgrass is the ultimate superfood! An energy-packed smoothie that delivers an extra dose of freshness. With rapid regeneration properties.

- Peel the oranges, lime and banana beforehand.
- Put everything in the juicer and press slowly.

**Ingredients:**
- 2 teaspoons wheatgrass
- 2 oranges
- 1 banana
- 1 lime
- 1 kiwi

**Red beet smoothie**  
**A delicious energy boost**

A uniquely delectable flavour with serious energy potential. For true gourmets.

- Press the red beets and orange slowly.
- Then mix with the rest of the ingredients.

**Ingredients:**
- 3 red beets
- 250 g yoghurt
- 150 ml sea buckthorn nectar
- 1 orange

**Pear apple maqui smoothie with coconut**  
**Relax and recharge**

Mellow flavour, perfect for helping you recharge your batteries.

- Press the pears, apples, carrots, and mango slowly
- Then stir in the maqui powder.
- Garnish with grated coconut.

**Ingredients:**
- 3 pears
- 2 apples
- 2 carrots
- 1 mango
- 2 teaspoons maqui powder
- 1 teaspoon grated coconut
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